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Abstract. This paper motivates the idea of "conceptual ecology" by critiquing the current mainstream of
conceptual change research. Most research on conceptual change sulTers from too little theoretical
accountability concerning the nature of the mental entities involved and too little use of the details of
process data to support its theoretical view. Part of the consequences of these limitations is a vast
underestimate ofthe complexity and diversity of conceptual change phenomena. In contrast, a conceptual
ecology approach involves hypothesizing that conceptual change involves a large number of diverse
kinds of knowledge, organized and re-organized into complex systems. To illustrate a conceptual ecology
approach, we explain two very dilTerent kinds of mental entities, p-prims and coordination classes. P
prims arc small and n~mcrous intuitive elements that arc often quite conteX! specific in their activation.
Coordination classes, by contrast, are large systems whose very existence entails a high degree of
coordination across diverse contexts. We claim that both p-prims and coordination classes arc much mO{e
explicit and precise in their assumptions than is typically the case, and they both survive substantial
empirical test in the form ofanalysis of process data.

1. INTRODUCTION

My aim in this chapter is to provide a critique of the current state of conceptual
change research and a brief account of how 1 believe better progress may be
achieved. In particular, much prior research in conceptual change has taken a vastly
oversimplified view ofthe process. Figure I provides a graphical backdrop on which
to illustrate these oversimplifications. The figure shows a naive concept, A, and its
trajectory of development into expert concept, B. What could be wrong with such a
picture?

Figure I. A graphic illustrating "conceptual change."
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To begin, we must ask, what are the entities, A and B? The answer most often given
is "concepts," although other types of mental entities are sometimes given, say,
ontologies (Chi, this volume), beliefs (Hofer & Pintrich, in press), models
(Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992), or theories (McCloskey, 1983; Gopnik & Meltzoff,
1996). (To simplify exposition, for the most part I will use "concepts" as an
exemplar type of mental entity, although my arguments are essentially unchanged if
other types are substituted or iJ a few are added to a list of types.) To say A and B
are concepts begs the question, what is a concept (or any of these other mental
entities)? How do we know a concept when we see one? Might it not be necessary to
distinguish different kinds of concepts? In this chapter 1 will strongly motivate the
need for a significant variety'bf types of mental entities to replace the few listed in
the literature. More significantly, I will argue that prior work has typically lacked
theoretical accountability; it has, indeed, failed to tell us what concepts are, and how
to distinguish them from other a,ctual or possible types of mental entities.

Figure I shows only two examples of concepts, A and B. Might it not be true,
however, that many mental entities contribute to the construction of B? Might it not
be true that B is, in fact, a complex system consisting of many interacting parts? My
belief is that it is essentially certain that scientific concepts are best considered as
complex systems, and prior research has not systematically addressed this possibility
seriously. For example, current practice in conceptual change research is far from
being able to (and rarely attempts to) match system elements and processes against
the details of student reasoning and learning data.

The logical extension of Figure I has exactly one nai've concept for every expert
concept, and it does not make room for the distinct possibility that naiVe concepts
have rather different properties than expert ones. Empirical data with respect to
these possibilities are easy to come by. Beginning students have many ideas that do
not come close to matching expert ideas on a one-by-one basis. It well may be that
the nai've conceptual ecology has no exemplar whatsoever that approaches the
qualities exhibited by expert concepts.

With an impoverished view of the nature of concepts, it is no wonder that the
long, winding path from naivete to expertise has little exposed detail in the
literature. Instead, one finds a variety of unhelpful, definition-begging and probably
unfalsifiable terms, like "partial construction," "mixed models," and "confused
ideas." And yet, in the classroom, teachers easily find rich and complex intermediate
states with which they have to deal; clinical interviews of students essentially always
reveal a textured mix of naivete and learned knowledge, which, however, has had
few, ifany, systematic descriptions to date.

Figure 2 shows a graphic-obviously simplified-that illustrates the view of
conceptual change I advocate in this paper. The nai've state consists of a large
number of conceptual elements of varying types. Those elements are modified and
combined in comi'lex ways, possibly in levels and into subsystems that, together,
constitute the "final" configuration of an expert concept. For reference, I call this a
"complex knowledge systems" view of conceptual change-informally, "conceptual
ecology."
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However. Strike and Posner did not seem 10 intend the level of detail in articulating and

modeling know/edge types and architectures implicated here.
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Figure 2. Illustrating a complex systems view. where many exemplars ofmany different types
a/knowledge develop and become reorganized in the process of "conceptual change. "
An ·".expert $oncept" draws on many different elements ofnoNe knowledge (some not

belonging 10 "the nai"ve concept ") that get gradually changed. augmented with
new elements, and organized into a new configuration.

2. DIFFICULTIES ELABORATED

Broadly, I divide the difficulties in the core of contemporary conceptual change
landscape into theoretical and empirical subsets.

The term conceptual ecology has been used by others. In particular, in their
influential work on conceptual change, Strike and Posner (1992) speak of conceptual
ecology in a similar spirit.' More generally, there have been other advocates and
allies of the complex knowledge systems view, some implicitly in the details of their
analysis of learning complexities, and some more explicitly in the richness of their
theoretical framing (e.g., Thagard, 1992). Indeed, in a summary chapter for a section
ofbook on reasoning (Vosniadou & Ortony, 1989), Bill Brewer reports his synthetic
conclusion that "in the long run, a proper understanding of the human mind will
require that we recognize a large number of very different forms of knowledge and
associated psychological processes." (p. 537) Despite .sporadic recognition of the
importance of a complex systems view, the mainstream of conceptual change
research has persisted with vague and oversimplified assumptions about the entities
and processes involved in conceptual change. In addition, of course, I intend my
contribution to point out particular ways of pursuing a complex systems view that I
expect will be most fruitful.

The remainder of this paper elaborates and systemizes the difficulties I see in the
contemporary landscape of conceptual change research. Following, I illustrate my
approach to improving on the present state.
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2. J. Theoretical Considerations

A lot could be said about the lack of cogent theoretical framing for the issue of
conceptual change. However, in this chapter, I underscore only one issue: the lack of
well-developed technical tenns.

Dictionary meanings can almost never serve the purposes of science. Instead,
whenever science is successful, it refines existing tenns or adds supplemental ones
that can bear a stronger burden. Everyday words are known to be polysemous,
combining multiple senses in useful (if ambiguous) packages. Furthennore, even the
various senses of everyday words serve only everyday purposes in everyday ways.
"Concept" (or one of its various senses or connotations), in particular, seems clear
and useful in common usage. However, in the following section, I argue that it is
hopelessly vague, covering multitudes of kinds of mental entities with a common
coat.

At this point in cognitive studies, we can hope to apply high analytical (as
opposed to purely empirical) standards to our technical tenns. We could, for
example, attempt process models that explain technical tenns. Although I won't
press far in this direction here, it is good to realize that the literature on conceptual
change has rarely attempted process models, nor has it entertained substitute
methods of making technical tenns' meanings precise.

Besides "concept," other common candidates for useful technical tenns suffer
similar difficulties to varying degrees. We all have a vague sense ofwhat a theory is.
Yet, even if the tenn is sufficiently well-defined within the social conduct of
professional science, in transporting the tenn to individual learning, a host of
changes are likely necessary.2 In particular, I believe there is convincing data that
many nai've scientific ideas are inarticulate, are not easily expressible in words. This,
alone, is a dramatic difference from professional science, where complex, careful
and symbolically augmented expression (e.g., using algebra) is almost always
evident. It seems indubitable that externalizing ideas is more than for archival
purposes in professional science. Externalizing allows extraordinary reflective
scrutiny and careful refonnulation. In contrast, "narve theories" are never seen
directly in the words ofsubjects, or we might simply be able to ask students for their
theories, the way we do with scientists.

"Ontology" has longstanding philosophical roots. To my knowledge, however,
no researcher of conceptual change has attempted a process model of ontologies. I
don't need to criticize empirical work that implicates shifting ontologies to point out
that such work is weakened unless we know what an ontology is, unless we
understand how such mental entities may come to exist in some detail and how they
function in reasoning and learning. For ontology, as well as for concept, we want to
know how we can surpass images like Figure 1 in detail and cogency.

Unless we develop theoretically well-elaborated technical tenns, major empirical
problems follow. Unless we know what a theory is, how do we distinguish it from a
small collection of concepts, or even from a sentence one may utter and toward
which one might express some commitment? Tellingly, researchers preferring one

2 With regard to social vs. individual perspectives on theory development. see Harris (/989).
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term ofanother (concept, theory, belief, ontology) essentially never use data to show
students' reasoning and learning are inconsistent with other theoretical assumptions.
diSessa & Sherin (1998) examine the literature of conceptual change. They argue
that even the best and most widely-recognized researchers use inexplicit definitions
that implicate ill-defined meanings, and they show what difficulties follow in
attempting to interpret data in such vague terms.

The deep problems of conceptual change remain unscathed when we cling to
vague, unelaborated terms. What aspects of "theory" are really critical in theory
change, and why, after all, is conceptual change difficult when some kinds of
learning proceed effortlessly?

In this chapter, I won't propose general criteria for cogency of technical terms in
cognitive studies. However, I will illustrate steps toward more adequate terms with
two categories among several I have developed in my own studies of conceptual
change.

2.2. Empirical and Quasi-Empirical Considerations

This section views the current state of conceptual change research through an
empirical lens. I will argue that researchers have used very weak empirical strategies
that avoid the real complexity of conceptual change. In particular, I make the case
that, without much effort, we can strongly motivate, if not prove, that the
appropriate default approach to studying conceptual change recognizes diversity in
mental entities.

Several trends that I take to be paths of improving our study of conceptual
change will become evident in this section. The first, already mentioned, concerns
types. In particular, I advocate a trend toward multiplicity, a greater number of (more
accountable) types of mental entities. A second trend concerns grain size. Here, the
trend should be toward a greater number ofsmaller scale elements. Concomitantly
with the second trend, in investigating large-scale accomplishments like "conceptual
change" we are necessarily studying systems of interacting elements. A final trend
concerns increased care in dealing with invariance, that is, the issue of when two
situations evoke the same conceptual elements. With a rich selection of knowledge
elements, we are forced into much more specific consideration of context. If a
conceptual ecology contains thousands of elements, certainly the issue of when
which are activated is highlighted. In fact, we should expect a greater degree of
context dependency. Combining trends toward increased contextual dependency,
toward multiplicity and toward smaller grain size suggests that an application of a
concept is likely to be better viewed as the selected activation of particular concept
subcomponents, depending on context. This particular observation will become a
core concern when we tum to one of my sample knowledge types, "coordination
class."

CONCEPTUAL ECOLOGY 33
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2.2. J. Diversity

This subsection considers three types of diversity in conceptual change that are
inadequately handled by current studies. The first is a quasi-empirical view of the
diversity of kinds of concepts that exist. I say "quasi-empirical" to indicate that my
intention is to draw on good intuitions we all should have about knowledge, rather
than to suggest a particular empirical result or program ofstudies.

Consider the following examples of concepts and their diversity along a number
of dimensions. "Dog" is a familiar concept. This is a category-like concept; its
primary function is to classify entities in the world into members and non-members
of some set. We shall see that other kinds of-concepts v.ery mucti background this
particular function. Concerning the competence to recognize exemplars and non
exemplars of "dog," we note that many similar concepts tllllSl.draw on some simila'"
or identical abilities. Recognizing sheep, cats, raccoons~n people involves
similar shape-determining methods; it involves recognizing families of textures (like
smooth or hairy), recognizing related categories of things (like' eyes, faces, etc.) and
considering their systematic variation (bigger, sataller; oblate or round; etc.).
Although there is no consensus that catl?gory-Iikecon~epts work by matching
potential exemplars to a prototype, at least this is a phiusible mechanism for doing
the main work of these kinds of concepts (Rosch, 1994). We know that a fair
amount of work goes into learning these concepts since, for example, children take
time to get them right. On the other hand, essentially every child masters common
categories without a great deal of explicit instruction.3

Now consider the concept "bluare,"'which is the artificial category of things that
are both blue and square. A long tradition of psychological studies has investigated
the properties of such concepts. For adults, the learning trajectory for bluare can be
short, perhaps 10 seconds. It is an unproblematic combination of unproblematic
other concepts (blue, square, and the logical connector "both")" Learning can be
accomplished articulately, by explaining the concept, in contrast to the unlikelihood
of learning to recognize a new kind ofanimal, a wombat, for example-or to acquire
the ability to classify animals at all-by being given a brief description. Bluare is at
an extreme end of learnability. It is less difficult than learning to recognize animals,
and far less difficult that acquiring a scientific conceJft like force. Does it deserve the
same appellation, "concept"? If it does, how much does the category tell us about

J Difficulty in mastering a concept does not necessarily depend on knowledge-structural
characteristics ofthe concept. It might be, for example, that the natural environment is simply
impoverished in support for learning it. However, even in that case, difficulties in learning
diffirent concepts may certainly be systematic, even if they are in relation to existing or
possible learning environments rather than intrinsic to the nature ofthe concept.
J The fact that bluare is a simple combination ofalready existing concepts probably explains
its ease of learning. Wouldn't it seem important to know which already-known elements
contribute to learning new scientific concepts? Surely learning most concepts can't be tabula
rasa, and a profile of contributing elements is more than plausible as an important part of
understanding a knowledge systems view of a "new" concept. Yet, conceptual change
literature, for the most part, treats the issue at the coarsest possible grain size; as in Figure I,
the expert concepts ofheat and temperature, orforce, etc.• grow out ofnaive versions thereof

T
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I~homas Kuhn is a good connection here. In t/le "Structure ofScientific Revolutions" (Kuhn.
70) he talks about the complex non-linguistically mediated process of learning scientific

concepts in the course ofstudying exemplars ofuse ofthose concepts.

learning difficulties or the plausibility of various instructional strategies-such as
talking as opposed to examining multiple exemplars?S Of course, since bluare is an
extreme example, few would study its learning as related to scientific concepts. Yet,
how do we know there is nOt a complex continuum of scientific concepts, with
importantly -different qualitative properties, as illustrated by dog, bluare, and (to
come) force? ,

Consider the concept "number," cardinality. I mean to refer to the operational
concept (in somewhat the Piagetian sense), enfolding the operational properties of
cardinality, such as invariance on rearranging a set of objects, or invariance in the
case of no additions or removals. This is much sparser knowledge territory than
animal types. What categories are similar to number and might share
perceptual/conceptual strategies, as recognition of dog shares with recognition of
raccoon? There simply aren't any similar categories (until one gets to the rarified air
of group and field theory). So, I argue, the learning of the concept number is very
likely to be quite different from learning dog. Similarly, there is no plausible
prototype for "number." No exemplar, say 7 as the cardinality of a set of sheep, has
the right properties to be a prototype-such as a large number of typical, but neither
necessary nor sufficient, properties. All cardinalities have exactly the same
operational characteristics. .

Finally, consider the central concept in most of.tbe examples to follow, the
physics concept of force. Quite plausibly (and a significant literature backs this up;
e.g., Clement, 1983; diSessa, 1993), kinesthetic experiences of effort and
accomplishment are genetic ancestors to this concept. And yet, it is clear from
extended learning difficulties that the professional con.cept exhibits definitive
differences compared to any possible naive version of the concept. This is quite a
particular regime of learning: Substantial prior resources exist (perhaps somewhat
like bluare), and yet a deep gulf exists between naive and expert concept. The nature
of the gulf is as yet much in debate, which, once again, highlights the need for a
refined ability to describe a learning trajectory bit-by-bit in order to understand and
catalog such gulfs.

With respect to multiplicity, my program of research has attempted to identifY
many different types of mental entities (diSessa, 1996). For simplicity, however, I
will discuss only two particular types that make evident a huge range of kinds of
mental entities that may be implicated in a more refined view of conceptual change
than we currently have. Fortuitously, the pair of types I discuss are both (a) among
the most theoretically developed and also (b) are dramatically different in their
properties. So exposition concerning these two types can do double duty in this
chapter.

. I wish to mention briefly two other kinds of diversity not well-respected in the
h~era~re ~n conceptual change. The first was already alluded to in the discussion of
~Ivers~ty m types. That is the diversity of states in the midst of a learning trajectory,
Includmg classifying easy and difficult parts of learning a concept and
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6 In principle. other solutions may exist. such as accounting for diffirences merely in terms of
system properties ofdiffirent configurations ofidentical elements.

understanding the reasons for their difficulty (or ease of learning). For example,
learning literally the equation F = ma is an easy accomplishment in the context of
learning the concept of force. That may be obvious, but a theoretical accounting for
ease of learning is complementary and may be part and parcel of an accounting for
learning difficulties. Later, I will localize and describe the reasons for learning
d!!fi~!1Jlies as part of my discussion of my two exemplar knowledge types.

Finally, accounts of conceptual change have all but ignored individual
• differences. Why do some people learn certain concepts almost effortlessly while

others clo. not? While it might be true that an adequate accounting of naiVe
conceptual re~ources available for incorporation into the construction of an expert
concept coyJd account for such differences, I believe that meta-conceptual and
epistemological issues are at least as prominent. See the discussion of meta
conceptuaL issues in coherence and consistency, later in this chapter and consult
diSessa, Elby, & Hammer (in press).

All in all, I claim there is a huge diversity in conceptual learning phenomena that
is not remotely accounted for in current accounts of conceptual change. Different
sorts of concepts are evidently different, one from another, and may need individual
accounts of relevant processes of change. Even if concepts are all the same in some
deep structural sense, or differ .systematically along a few dimensions, reconciling
apparent differences with such hypothetical deep commonalty has not been
accomplished. .

In order to deal with apparent empirical diversity in knowledge types, my
preferred method is straightforward-to begin developing a larger and more
accountable list of types of mental entities.6 It happens that, if one allows certain
kinds of mental entities, not only does the number of kinds of entities increase, but
the number of exemplars of each kind is likely to dramatically escalate. It may be
that dozens or more such elements lie behind the construction of a single
professional concept, in which case the class of stories about conceptual change
illustrated in Figure 1 is patently hopelessly inadequate.

In addition to a diversity of types (multiplicity) and a proliferation in numbers of
knowledge elements (grain size), several other trends seem strongly implicated in
the above discussion. Reduction in grain size and therefore an increase in the
difficulty of even listing all the cognitive elements that go into conceptual change
entails a systems approach. If many elements go into the construction of a concept,
how are they coordinated and combined to produce "a scientific concept"?
Furthermore, if multiple elements are involved, then we must describe much more
carefully when they work (contextuality). A greater accountability to contextuality
also means we may have a much better chance to describe particular configurations
that cause problems or lead to productive new accomplishments along an extended
learning trajectory.
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~ There are exceptions. See. for example. Schoenfeld. Smith. and Arcavi (/993). Complller
lIIodeling of competence, for example, with production systems also constitutes a Significant
~x:..eption, However, conceptl/ol competencies. unlike skill. is a rare target ofsuch modeling
eJJorts,

If the arguments in the above section are at all cogent,iti~ hard to imagine, how a
core portion of the relatively large literature 'on c,onceptual change has managed to
ignore the implicated facts. Without entering intot90~uch detail,. J.. suggest that the
reason is two-fold. First, as I argued above, the 1~el of theoretieal accountability
generally is still very low. Hence, we simply hav~very fuzzy lenses with which to
inspect conceptual change. It all seems a mushy soup where what counts as a
theoretical perspective can never come to brass tacks in allowing a comparison of its
relative effectiveness to that ofanother view. Vague ideas are extremely hard to hold
accountable. Instead, they are mere motivators of experiments and broad interpretive
frames for results. Investigators paint data with "word pictures" invoking their
favorite terms without ruling out alternative interpretations, and without any strong
tests for the cogency and adequacy of the terms they apply.

Concomitant to weak theory, empirical studies don't attend to details.
Researchers do not attempt detailed accounts of particular applications of
concepts-or descriptions of what has transpired in a segment of learning
protocol-for the simple reason that there are no specific, "mechanistic" stories in
the offing.' "Theoretical frames" are too weak to rule anything out, and they don't
have enough detail even to ask good empirical questions. My basic contention is that
we have said nothing falsifiable when we say force is a concept, or that impetus
ideas constitute a theory (McCloskey, 1983), until we have said much more about
what each of these knowledge terms entails.

Stunningly little process data is taken into account in conceptual change
research. By and large, the paradigm has employed before and after snapshots. Right
and wrong answers-or similar behaviors, all distanced from cogent theoretical
accounts of the elements and processes of change-are counted. Protocol segments
are glossed as suggestive reflections of, for example, an "underlying theory,"
without argument that all the elements of a theory are evident, and without
competitive argument that other explanatory constructs are less adequate than
"theory." Sentences are taken to represent theories, and words are taken to represent
concepts, ignoring the diversity in types of concepts or theories that we should
expect. There is a huge ontological gulf between, on the one hand, protocol coding
categories and, on the other hand, knowledge element types or system
configurations. Yet, our research techniques have yet to clearly distinguish these.

To sum up, I advocate a richer empirical accountability, parallel to one for
theory. The hallmark of such accountability, I suggest, will be process analyses of
concepts (or ontologies, or theories) in use and in change that rule out things that do
~ot happen, predict things that do, and explain detailed properties of what people do
In reasoning and leaming-especially explaining surprising things we might not
have noticed before. While I do not intend to be prescriptive or limiting, my own

2.2.2. Methods
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3. STEPS TOWARD A SHARPENED THEORETICAL AND
EMPIR]CAL ACCOUNTABILITY

3. J. P-prims

The first knowledge type I discuss has had an extensive history, and it has been
rather thoroughly explained in other places. See, for example, diSessa (1983, 1988;
]993; 1996). What stands here is a review.

3. J. J. The nature ofp-prims

P-prims, I claim, constitute the bulk (but not the totality) of intuitive physics, the
precursor knowledge that gets reconstructed into schooled competence with
Newtonian physics. The name, p-prim stands for "phenomenological primitive."
(The relevant senses of "phenomenological" and "primitive" are explained in
diSessa, 1993. However, consider the characteristics described below.) P-prims have
the following properties.
• Small and monoli/hic: P-prims are small and simple knowledge elements. They

are atomic in the sense that they are essentially always evoked as a whole (iii
'contrasno scientific concepts, which I believe can be accounted for only with a
systems analysis).

l
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empirical efforts have mainly been in terms of clinical interviews. Such intervie
al.low re~eated episodes inv.olving a part~cular mental entity to be investigat~:
triangulating on the propertIes of the entIty. They allow nuanced setting of th
context to investigate contextuality. They show subjects' levels of commitmen:
such as certainty and ambivalence. They also expose paths of reasoning that lead t~

answers, plainly separating answers from the ideas that generate them. In a clinical
interview, we have many opportunities to look at small moves in learning that
contribute, overall, to conceptual change. The data sections of this paper will show
by example, some of these properties of clinical interviews and how they ca~
contribute to more refined empirical analysis ofconcepts and conceptual change.
I've set out a big agenda for the rest of this chapter. I want to illustrate:
I. What more accountable theoretical terms might look like.
2. What different exemplars of such terms are plausible and plausibly play an

important part in conceptual change.
3. How different from each other knowledge types might be, and how different

types can account for different aspects of reasoning and conceptual change.
4. What sort of details of subjects' behavior can be accounted for with sharpened

theoretical terms. For example, what are typical easy and difficult
accomplishments along the path to conceptual competence?

I don't intend to prove or demonstrate here, but can only illustrate and suggest.
Adequate empirical and theoretical accountability, given the general state of the art,
doesn't fit easily into a half-chapter of a book. There is simply too much theoretical
groundwork to do, and too much detail in adequate empirical argument.



• Many: There are many, many p-prims, in the hundreds or thousands. The full
collection of p-prims exhibits some mild degrees of systematicity, but p-prims
are loosely coupled. They do not exhibit deductive relations or any other
systematicity typically expected of, for example, theories.

• Work by recognition: A good candidate model for p-prims' activation and use is
t'recognition.n One simply sees them in some situations and not in others.

• Feelings of naturalness; judgments of plausibility: The prototypical function
accomplished by p-prims is to provide a sense of obviousness and necessity to
events. If you see something pushed, you are not surprised-in fact you
expect-that it moves in the direction of the push. An event or explanation feels
plausible to the extent that it matches your intuitive p-prims that relate to the
circumstance at issue, and it·is surprising to the extent that it does not match.

• Explanatorily primitive: Generally, nothing can be said about why the behaviors
pr~scribed by p-prims happen. There is no "covering theory" or articulate
reasoning on tap that explains them.

• Fluid; data driven; lack of conflict resolution: While p-prims are sometimes
strongly cued by a situation, many times they will be much less· firm in their
activation. In these cases, subjects might have an intuition about what might
happen but then lose it as their attention shifts. In some instances, several
conflicting p-prims might apply, and there is unlikely to be any way to resolve
such conflicts.

• Problematic connection to language: P-prims are not words or word senses and
are not encoded linguisticaUy. Describing p-prims in words is difficult or
impossible (for subjects, as opposed to theorists).

• Origins in uminimal abstractions ": Generating new p-prims is neither difficult
nor particularly rare. They are frequently fairly simple abstractions of familiar
event, such as the fact that a pushed object moves parallel to the push. However,
p-prims' properties t especially attachment to particular circumstances t are
determined typically by a long process ofdevelopment.

• Development by reorganization: P-prims are not extinguished or replaced by
learning scientific concepts. Instead, many p-prims find useful places in the
complex system that is an effective scientific concept. A p-prim might come to
be known as an effective special case of a scientific principle, and it will be
used in place of the principle in apt circumstances. However, p-prims will no
longer function as explanatorily primitive. Physics explanations need articulate
accountability that p-prims can't provide. The changing function of p-prims in
learning andt indeed, the natural evolution of the collection of p-prims t may be
described as "shifting priorities," degrees of attachment to particular contexts of
use.

These properties of p-prims are not an ad hoc collection. They are mutually
dependent and mutually suggestive in many ways. For example, the fact that the
elements are small suggests large numbers. Large number are reinforced by the fact
that p-rims are relatively easy to generate. A single mechanism of learning (shifting
priorities) accounts for naturalistic learning of p-prims and what happens in school.
Lack of articulateness goes hand-in-hand with data fluidity. For details on a process
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8 Here and subsequently I use quotation marks on glosses ofp-prim based descriptions i~
order: (a) to suggest how subjects might describe the relevant situations in words and (b) to
warn that these descriptions are not proper physics analysis.

3. /.2. Process data concerning p-prims

I will illustrate the characteristics and explanatory force of p-prims (and, later,
coordination classes) mainly with examples taken from an extensive interviewing
corpus involving one freshman college student, whom I call J. Details can be found
in diSessa (1996; to be submitted) and diSessa, Elby & Hammer (in press).

The following example illustrates several of the characteristic properties of p
prims. It shows data fluidity in that J at first feeJs she sees how a situatiQn will ...

model ofp-prims's activation and use, which further integrates these characteristics
see diSessa (1993). '

Here is a list of some mostly important p-prims. All of them will be used in
empirical analyses later in the chapter.

Some basic p-prims:

• Ohm '05 P-priTil: A tri-partite element with an impetus (effort), a resistance, and a
result: Effort works through a resistance to achieve a result. Ohm's p-prim
entails the following expectations: More efTort begets more result; more
resistance begets less result; and so on.

• Force as a Mover: An abstraction of a push or toss: Things go in the direction
you push them.

• Dying away: Induced motion just dies away, like the sound ofa struck bell.

Balance and equilibrium:
• Dynamic balance: Sometimes, efforts or impetuses conflict and (accidentally)

cancel out, like two people of equal strength pushing again~t each other.
• Overcoming: A situation of conflicting efforts, where one wanes or increases,

yields a characteristic switch from the outcome associated with one effort to the
outcome associated with the other. For example, a person pushing against
another increases his effort and moves the other back..

• Return to equilibrium: Systems that are "out of balance" tend to return to
"equilibrium.'" For example, a balance' scale pushed out of level returns to
level. Water levels itself in a pan.

• Generalized springiness: In "out of balance" systems, the displacement from
equilibrium is proportional to the amount of perturbation that is applied.

A less important p-prim:
• Contact conveys motion: An object (typically smaH or light ones) in contact

with another moving object (typically a large or heavy one) just moves with it.
For example, a box in a wagon moves with the wagon.
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Figure 3. A "balanced"' pulley situarion is "diseqlllibrmed" by a smallll'eighl
on olle o[two larger alles.

lin protocol rranscripts, ellipses denote omissions, and "If' denotes interruplions ~r
abrupl haIlS, usually followed by a restart, Comments and c1arilications appear m
italics in brackets.)

J: I mtan if mal'S a tiny, tiny weight, if II probably go down, and then. ifn eome to reSI
again. And Ihe:n the: other one'\\ 'to~, and they'll be: hangmg, like:, there:. If lhal
weight is:.s small as iI'S drawn. {Note lite JuggeJI;on t},m II ,,,,ght be difJeri!nt (e.g.,

greater "du~qulllbrat'OI1"') if the Jmall"'elght ,,·t~e larger.} . ' . ')
I: s.o hul, 'll but why would it come to resl? That'~ a hnli: funny."" \\hy \\ould II SlOp.
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behave (in Ihis case, she seems to evoke generalized springiness), but then shc loses
track of that intuition (when provoked to consider "why") and changes hcr mind,
When queried about how she had thought before changing her mind, she has
essentially nOlhing to say except that she losl the sense she once made of the
siruation (that is, she loses her initial p·prim-based seme ojnawralness). Her lack of
anything to say illustrates the problematic connections between p-prims and
language (inarriC1llareness),

The insligating interview probe was to ask what happens when a small weight is
added to a pulley setup in which two large and equal weights are "balanced," See
Figure 3. (The word balance is nol used; instead, the idea is provoked by a
symmetrical picture,) What J says initially is consistent with generalized springiness,
The weight simply perturbs the system by some amount. However, a different
intuition soon takes over, one that happens to be correct-thc unbalanced system
continues to move away ITom "equilibrium." Note that, if J had managed to keep a
stable view of this situalion as illustrating generalized springiness, Ihe prediction is
that she would have implicated a morc extensive movement for a hcavier perturbing
weighl, and, possibly, a counter-factual "return to equilibrium" if the weight were
removed (rerum to equilibrium p-prim). Had she not evidently lost track of her
initial conceptualization, her lack of showing proportionality of excursion from
equilibrium with perturbing strength would have contradicted the proposed
descriplion of generalized springiness. Thus, matching process data provides many
opportunities to contradict theoretical assumptions or prior empirical resulls (such as
the nature of generalized springiness), See lhe "principle of in variance," discussed
later.



9 Of course. in a short exposition we cannot rule out explanations such ~. t.hal. the
interviewer's questioning her prediction caused her to hide (rather than lose) her initial Idea.
Similarly, she might have been able to explain andjustify. blltjust chose not to. None ofthese
alternative explanations are consistent with the broad corpus ofdata from J, but we cannot

enter into details here.

J: It actuallyllit wouldn't. It wouldn'l stop. It would keep going slow, slow, slow all the
way down. II would not stop.

I: So you changed your mind. . .
J: Changed my mind....
I: Can you say what made you change your mind?
J: Cause it didn't make any sense.
I: Cause it didn't make any sense?
J: No. I don't know why I said that. ... I don't know. I don't know if I didn't think about

it or I just sat there thinking in my mind, but I wasil I mean, I know that that
wouldn't happen.

Notice that, while not very detailed, this account uses the general properties of p_
prims to explain (if not 'predict) many details in this process segment. It uses a
previously documented p-prim (generalized springiness) to explain a counter-factual
prediction; it explains (momentary) sensemaking; it explains "losing track" as a
general phenomenon involving p-prims (data fluidity); it explains inability to
articulate.9

Predictions by students that have similar properties to this are incredibly easy to
demonstrate. I have personally documented scores of p-prims that are at once
plausibly "naturalistic" (learnable with experience in the natural world) and explain
surprising non-physics predictions and explanations given by students (e,g., diSessa,
1993). Yet, no other account of conceptual change gives any status at all to "many
and little" .e.kme~. like p-prims. "Large," intrinsically difficult-to-change entities
like concepts, theories, and ontologies provide no explanation whatsoever for
commonplace cognitive phenomena.

I want to make brief reference to one ofthe most significant successes of p-prims
in accounting for important phenomena in conceptual change. It is described in
detail in diSessa (1996), and illustrates how process data can bear on issues of
conceptual change. In another session, J was asked to describe what happens when a
ball is tossed into the air. Initially, J provided a proper physics explanation,
involving only one force, the force of gravity. However, J was then prompted to
consider the peak of the toss. The point of this probe was to test the salience to J of
dynamic balance and overcoming p-prims. Consistent with data fluidity and in
accordance with previously documented p-prims, J began to reformulate her
explanation in terms of two competing forces, where one overcame the other. After
an extended bout of reasoning in which J tried alternative candidates for the force
competing with gravity, J reached a stable explanation of the toss involving at least
four p-prims in a natural configuration: J used force as mover, dynamic balance,
overcoming, and dying away, One thing that is particularly notable is that the
explanation she produced had been documented in the literature and touted as
exemplifying a deeply held intuitive theory of motion (McCloskey, 1983). Thus, we
see a student's description emerge on the basis of well-documented intuitive
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3.2. Coordination Classes

resources and their properties. 1's description of the toss is a semi-stable-albeit
constructed-on-the-fly-eonfiguration of known entities with known properties. If
the description constitutes a theory, we have seen in this analysis how that theory
can arise, at least in one case. Ifthe description does not implicate a theory, we still
see how it came about and probably know more about its properties due to this
process data analysis than is contributed by calling it a theory. P-prims show
penetration into the details of process data that are exceptional in the conceptual
change literature.

3.2./. The/unction 0/coordination classes

The functional specification for p-prims is to provide feelings of naturalness in
familiar situations, surprise and possibly learning-inducing anention in situations we
don't understand, and expectations that can be instrumental (e.g., we can "increase
our effort" in accordance with Ohm's p-prim if we want "more effect"). In contrast,
coordination classes provide a very different functionality. They provide the means
for gening a certain class of information from the world. The fundamental
assumption behind the idea of coordination classes is that information is not
transparently available in the world. Instead, we have to learn how to access
d~fferent kinds. Indeed, in different circumstances, we may need to use very
different means to determine the same kind of information. In general, people must
be creative in using any information that may be easily available in a situation, and
then inferring the specific information they need from that.

43CONCEPTUAL ECOLOGY

In this section I describe another kno.wledge type, which has properties almost polar
opposite to p-prims. Because this type of mental entity is newer and less researched
than p-prims, I make a more extended exposition of its properties.

Coordination classes are large, complex systems, rather than atomic elements. P
prims are extremely likely to constitute fragments of coordination classes. Unlike p
prims, which·couldn't under the most extreme circumstances be mistaken for a full
blown scitntific concept, coordination classes are, in fact, intended to constitute a
model' of a certain type of scientific concept (and, possibly, some non-scientific·
concepts as well). Other types of scientific concepts may have quite differ~nt

properties, and coordination classes themselves have a range of parameters that
mean the construction of a coordination class may be different in one case compared
to another. For simplicity, parametric differences among coordination classes will be
almost completely suppressed in the remainder of the chapter.

Unlike p-prims, which playa role in both expert and naIve thought, coordination
classes may well not exist (at least with similar parameters of behavior) in naIve
thinking. In any case, whether and which naiVe coordination classes exist is an open
empirical question.
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Figure 4. A red train and blue train leave the station simultaneously. The slow blue train
continues to move after the red train stops. but not long enough to catch up.

/0 I've used this example in several places. For example. it appears in diSessa and Sherin
(/998).

•
B

•
c

•
A

•

Red Train

Blue Train

3.2.2. The structure ofcoordination classes

While p-prims are nearly atomic, although embedded in a recognttlOn system,
coordination classes have a lot of internal structure. A great deal of this structure
depends on specifics related to particular coordination classes. However, some
large-scale partitioning of its internal parts can be made. In particular, [ distinguish
the set of methods by which any relevant infonnation is gleaned from the world,
which I call read(Jut strategies, from the collection ofpos.§ible inferences that can be
drawn from available infonnation. The latter set of inferences I call the causal net.
"Causal" is to be understood in a very general sense. The causal net encompasses
inferences that may seem more mathematical or a priori in addition to some we
would instinctively describe as causal.

Let me exemplify with one of my favorite hypothetical examples of a (possible)
coordination class. This example is taken' from Piagetian studies of children's
concepts of time (Piaget, 1969).10 The question is, how do children learn to "see"
time interval in the world? "Time interval" is the type of information whose
processes ofdetennining (coordination class) we want to explore.

Consider the following situation, illustrated in Figure 4. A blue train and a red
train leave a station at the same time, A. The blue train is' slower than the red train.
The red train stops at a time, B, before the blue train stops, at time C. Because the
red train travels much faster than the blue train, the blue train doesn't manage catch
up to the red train's stop position by time it, itself, stops.

There is a lot of variability in what children say in response to such a setup.
However, some respond as follows. When asked which train went on for a longer
time, they say that the red train did. While this may seem to entail a simple
confusion of meaning of "long," that possibility can be ruled out be rephrasing the
question. For example, children may be asked, "If the red train stopped at lunch
time, what time did the blue train stop?" Children respond that the blue train stopped
before lunch time.
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3.2.3. The development ofcoordination classes

The development of a coordination class is an extended and complex affair. The
descriptor "coordination" implies that a lot of pieces must be put in place to achieve
an effective coordination class. Given what we have said, above, however, we can
describe different phases and different kinds ofdifficulties faced in this construction.

In order to read out the particular form of information of interest, one must
accumulate both (I) readout strategies and also (2) inferences in the causal net that
are sufficient to cover all contexts in which the information is needed. We call this
achieving appropriate span. In each context of interest, it may be that particular
readout strategies and inferences need to be combined. We call this integration, as in
app~opriately integrating several pieces of knowledge to serve the needs of
partlc~larcontexts. Finally, because different readout strategies, different inferences,
~nd different. co~binations may be used in different circumstances, a properly
ormed coordmatlon class must be aligned. That is, the same infonnation should be
~e~d out, no mater what the context, no matter which readout strategies and which
~n .~rences are used. In the data that follow, we will see, in particular, dramatic
al ures of alignment due to contextuality of pieces of the coordination class.

On further questioning, it turns out that children are accurately reading relevant
information out of the situation. When queried whether the blue train was running
when the red train stopped, they (sometimes) answer, accurately, "yes."
Furthermore, they may also acknowledge that the red train was not running when the
blue train stopped. In terms of coordination class theory, children have quite

adequate readout strategies.
To an adult, the information about relative stopping compellingly and

automatically suggests a conclusion. If a blue process started at the same time as a
red process, and the blue process continued when the red one stopped, adults
instantly conclude that the blue process went on for a longer time than the red
process. They also know that no infonnation about position (e.g., where the
processes ran or stopped) is relevant to deciding time duration. In tenns of
coordination class theory, adults have a causal net that contains the appropriate
inference on the basis of observations about whether one process continued when

the other stopped.
It is not true that children have no causal net at all. They have a different one.

They infer (sensibly enough) that if a moving object gets farther away, it has been
running longer. The problem is that they don't know the applicability conditions for
that inference, that it only applies to a single object or to multiple objects moving at
the same speed.

The causal net is not a homogeneous subsystem. As we shall see, it might
contain p-prims (like "farther implies longer duration"), articulate causal
assumptions (like force-and only force-causes motion, so that if there is motion,
there is a force), and even equations, like F = rna. We shall ilhJ!;t'J:ate these
possibilities shortly.
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Figure 6. Do you seeflveness?

uncertain whether they are looking at a force (or an acceleration, or any other
technical category). How does one "look closely" to detect whether something is a
force or not? This implicates probably a very important class of meta-knowledge.
Among other things, it requires an understanding ofwhat is essential to the category
"force," and what is not.

."

.... . ....... ...
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3.2.4. Process data concerning coordination classes

"Coordination class" is intended to be a theoretically well-elaborated candidate for a
model of scientific concepts. In particular, we hypothesize that the properties of
conceptual development of the physics concept of force are explainable as
consequences of its being a coordination class.

Force as a "concept" has many properties that suggest it is a good candidate for a
coordination class. First, crude data about the difficulty of learning force suggest it
may have many pieces and parts-that is, it might well be a system in the range of
complexity of a coordination class. Furthermore, force ·has a huge range of
applicability in physics. It seems very likely that students will need to coordinate
many readout strategies and causal net inferences to properly see forces and their
properties (strength and direction) in different circumstances, such as a ball tossed in
the air, a spaceship moving in orbit about the earth, a book sitting on a table (where
ph~sicists usee" a force up on the book from the table), and so on. We expect to see
typical learning problems in accomplishing appropriate span, integration, and
ahgnment.

B~for~ presenting data, it is worth sketching some elements of a physicist's
coordmatlon class for force. First, physicists know one really intuitive way to "see"
f~rces. You can feel them. Physicists expect to be able to feel forces in most
clrc~mstances, and to roughly determine magnitude from its feel. This is a
particularly interesting aspect of expert coordination: It is informal, and it involves

The element in Figure 6 illustrates a failure of alignment. Your coordination class
knowledge sees an arc connected to a right angle and concludes that this is a five.
However, it is not. It is a mirror-image five. In this circumstance, your coordination
class strategies see something other than fiveness, which phenomenon we describe
as afai/ure of alignment (a failure to read out the same infonnation in different
circumstances). Alignment can be restored by adding strategies that detect the
difference between a true 5 and its mirror image.
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sensation (rather than involving "formal" or "rational thought"). Generally
researchers equate learning physics with learning formal aspects of it. But, such ~
distinction has no obvious place in coordination class theory.

Two other methods of coordinating force are important to mention. These are
:. more "formal," and relate directly to failures to coordinate properly that we will

proceed to illustrate. First, physicists know the principle of "action and reaction":
that when a force is applied to any object, the object applying the force always feels
on itself an equal force in the opposite direction. This provides a simple inference.
Any time there is a force on one object, you know there is another force present, and
you can infer its direction and magnitude, "equal and opposite." Second, the
equation F == ma allows one to infer strength, magnitude, and perforce, existence of
a force in circumstances where you can read out mass (m) and acceleration (a). F ==

ma and "action and reaction" are elements in an expert's causal net. In the example
below, the subject uses a somewhat corrupted special case of F == ma, that if there is

• motion (not necessarily acceleration) there is force.
• Besides the generic challenges ofspan, integration and alignment associated with

achieving a proper coordination class, the notion of p-prim brings a number of
exp~tations and predictions about the development of the concept of force. Most
particularly, we know (I claim) that intuitive ideas about physics come mainly in the
form of p-prims. Furthermore, p-prims evidently allow inferences that might be part
of a causal net. For example, force as a mover implies that the direction of a force
can be determined from the direction of motion. The amount of a force is in some
measure determinable by Ohm's p-prim: If the "effort" in question is a force, it must
be greater in situations where there is a greater outcome. All in all, p-prims are
excellent candidates for early elements in a learner's causal net. For reasons I will
not· go into here, it is a good guess that difficulties in learning the proper
coordination class "force" reside almost exclusively in the causal net, rather than in
readout strategies.

P-prims' theoretical properties lend detail to expectations about learning force.
At the broadest level, knowing that intuitive ideas in physics are rich and numerous,
we expect a high degree of context sensitivity. Achieving alignment across a wide
range of circumstances may be very difficult. More particularly, learners start with a
lot of p-prims that are evoked in circumstances that have nothing much to do with
learned physics. Thus, there are many opportunities for context dependence that is
directly attributable to the context dependence of p-prims. To the extent that we
have documented particular p-prims, we can predict or explain behaviors in
coordinating force by the use of particular p-prims in circumstances where we know
those p-prims are likely to apply. Below, we will, indeed, attribute particular
learning difficulties in particular circumstances to the use of particular p-prims.

In the following, we again turn to process data from the subject J. In general, we
see a very high degree of context sensitivity that undermines a coherent (aligned)
coordination class for force. More particularly, we will observe the following:
I. J does not expect to be able to directly feel a force. She does not use that expert

coordinating strategy.
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2. While she is consciously aware that "action and reaction" is a good way to
"see" forces (that is, she knows it is a good element of a proper causal net for
force), she does not always use it.

3. J exhibits commitment to the general principle that motion implies the existence
of a force, However, in a situation where a particular p-prim is salient and
explains motion, she abandons that principle to employ the p-prim, denying the
existence of force in that context.

In the following segment, the interviewer tries to propose a problem to consider, If
heavier things experience more gravitational force (which he assumes is obvious),
then shouldn't heavier objects fall faster?

I: ... there are people who say that, well, it sure seems like the heavier one should go
fasler because it's being pulled harder. I can feel that ii'S being pulled harder. So
whal would you say to thai?

J: Well, first I'd say, "how can you tell it's being pulled harder?"
I: ... Iguess I'd say, "well, you can feel it in your hand." You've got a heavy thing that's

being pulled hard, you've got a light thing that's If
J: Well, um. Gravity's uniform. So gravity won'l pull any harder on something Ihat's in

Ihe same place as it will on something else....
I: So you're not feeling the force ofgravity when you hold somelhing?
J: You're feeling the weight oflhe object.
I: The weight of the object. So that's different from the force.
J: Right.

J explicitly denies that one can feel gravitational force, Instead, she says you feel
"weight." She coordinates gravitational force here by an abstract principle: "Gravity
is the same on all objects." In this case, no p-prim is implicated in her failure to
"see" force properly. Instead, we see that principles can serve as elements in the
causal net, as well as p-prims.

J evidenced articulate commitment to "action and reaction," Below, the
interviewer picks up on her apparent use of action and reaction to infer that a table is
pushing up on a book placed on it from the fact that you know the book pushes
down on the table. J implicates "action and reaction" by referring to the force of the
table on the book as "equal and opposite." She elaborates with other examples.

I: And you say you know the desk is pushing up because ifit weren't, the book would
just come down.

J: Right. And it's the same as like equal and opposite forces. I mean, this chair right
now is pushing up on me and the chair is pushing up on you. And Ihe ground is
pushing up on your feet. And that's something that's hard to think about. {You are
tempted to say:J"No it's not; I don't feel il; I'm not moving anywhere." But il is
{pushing up].

A short time later, J explains this is something she learned that would not be evident
to "the man in the street."

J: '" now the chair is pushing on me as hard as I'm pushing down-130 pounds. This
chair's pushing up on me. I think thai'S somelhing that, once you've taken physics,
lhat's lotally normal. BUI if you said it to someone off Ihe street, 1 think Ihey'd say,
"What are you lalking about?"

In the fOllOWing selection, J and the interviewer are discussing pushing a book
across a table. The interviewer provides an opportunity for J to use "action and
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Figure 7. The table pushes backwards on the book as it slides.
But J denies that the book i.~ pushingforward on the labIe.

Force of table on book •

-+- Force of book on table

Book

A.DISESSA

Direction of motion
....

I: And now, I'm pushing on this book {Figure 7.]. What about the force that the book is
exerting on my finger'?

J: Umm. It's the same as the force you're exening on the book.
I: Alright, what about the force of the book on the table as I'm pushing this thing along?

There's a downward force that the book is~xening on the table. Is there a sideways
force?

1: {Shakes head no]
I: No. So friction is pushing on the book that way (against the motion). The book is not

pushing on the table either way. Alright.

The reason for this failure to use the same principle in almost the same context (a
failure of alignment due to context sensitivity in the causal net) is not evident in the
available process data here. However, in other parts of the set of interviews, J shows
that she thinks friction is simply a different kind of force, and, perhaps, she therefore
believes it is not susceptible to the use of "action and reaction." See the description
of"split concepts" in diSessa, Elby, & Hammer (in press).

Below, the interviewer tries to make the reaction force of the table salient by
invoking another principle. In many contexts J exhibited articulate, reflective and
deep commitment to the principle that if there is motion, there is a force. (Again, see
diSessa, Elby, & Hammer, in press.) The interviewer puts a paper under the book
and shows that it moves when you push the book (hence implicating a force on it). J
declines the use of her own principle here. In this case, it seems clear the failure in
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reaction" to see another force, that of the book pushing back on the hand, and she
follows suit. However, directly following he provides the same opportunity to use
"action and reaction" to conclude that, since the table (via friction) is pushing
backward on the book, the book must be pushing forward on the table. J declines
this opportunity.

•



4. A BRIEF REVIEW

In order to make the connection between my original critique of conceptual change
research and what I have displayed concerning "conceptual ecology" more clear, I
will undertake a brief review in terms of the program I set out for the chapter,
following the critique.

alignment is due to the salience of a particular p-prim, one I cited earlier: contact
conveys motion. If contact is creating motion, then there is no need for a force.

I: {continuing] But this paper {under the book] moves with the book, so I have to hold it
in order to keep it stopped. So, suppose I said that I have to hold it because the book
is exerting a force on the paper.

J: I think it's just sliding, and I think it's just bringing the paper with it. I mean, it's a
really simple situation.... I would just say that it's [the book is] sliding against the
table and bringing the paper with it.

To sum up, we ohserve in this process data an expectable fragmentation in context
dependencies. In two cases, explicit principles that function as causal net inferences
are applied in some contexts, but not others. In one case, the reason for this context
dependence seems clearly the salience of a particular p-prim in a particular context.
Because contact can convey motion, the principle that motion requires a force
doesn't apply to this case.
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I .What more accountable theoretical terms might look like.
Both p-prims and coordination classes are much more specific than dictionary
definitions and typical invocations of, for example, "concepts" or "theories" in
conceptual change research. We have discussed the nature of elements, their origins,
what happens during development, the function of the knowledge types, typical
patterns of use, and the level and kinds of systematicity between elements and across
contexts. (More on the laner appears in the next section.) Table I reviews some of
the main points. Because of the level of specificity, it is not even obvious any
exe~plars of these knowledge types exist! Empirical investigations are necessary to
venfy that any hypothetical p-prim or coordination class has the necessary
properties.

~. What different exemplars of such terms are plausible and plausibly play an
Important part in conceptual change.
Both p-prims and coordination classes are advanced here as plausible knowledge
types that play distinct roles in conceptual change and account for different
conc~P!ual change phenomena. P-prims, for example, account for intuitive
predictIons and judgments of plausibility. Coordination classes provide a specific
model of a type of full-blown concept, which entails a lot about the difficult and
easy parts ofconceptual change.



Role in Naive Thoul!hI

Role in Expert Thoul!ht

• Recognition, typically one by one • Coordinated action across contexts
• Sometimes quite context specific entailing: (I) appropriate span,
• Data fluidity (2) integration, (3) alignment

Coordination Classes

Emerge slowly as a coordination of many
elements

• Determining a cenain class of information
across man contexts

Ori ins

Size and Structure

Characteristic Function

Characteristics o/Ooeration
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Table I. Properties ofP-prims and Coordination Classes

P-prims

3. How different from each other knowledge types might be, and how different types
can account for different aspects of reasoning and conceptual change.
Following our discussion, summarized in Table I, p-prims and coordination classes
contrast in many ways with each other. Theoretically, there is no way to mistake one
for the other. Empirically, of course, any instance of a s~.9~nt's reasoning may

• Simple instrumentality ("push harder") • Possibly accounts for major
• Surprise (violation ofp-prims) may evoke developmental accomplishments, such as

attention and learning determining time duration or "object
permanencc"

• Small, contextually bound parts of • Defines a model of the system constituting
concepts or theories (e.g., Ohm's p-prim is expert concepts
an intuitive gloss for Ohm's law) • Supplies inferences from observations to

• Might encode contextually specific theoretical entities
inferences in causal net

• Sense of naturalness
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• Plausibly developed as a single abstraction •

• Many, small • Few, large
• Relatively independent (used individually) • Complexly articulated (two major

subsystems: readout strategies and causal
net); integration is the point

• Inarticulate • May enfold articulate components, like
..F = f1UI" or "you have to have a force to
sustain motion"
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require careful scrutiny to determine whether a p-prim or part of a coordi"ation class
is involved. More broadly, rfully expect that we will need many other knowledge
types to fully explain the transition from naTve student to conceptually-competent
physicist.

4.What sort of details of subjects' behavior can be accounted for with sharpened
theoretical terms. For example, what are typical easy and difficult accomplishments
along the path to conceptual competence?
Starting from the last question, establishing appropriate span and alignment is
difficult, and we should expect continued examples of failures of this sort in the
trajectory toward competence. Not only did we document failures of these types in a
subject's process data,. we even showed how a specific failure of a specific attribute
of a mature coordination class (alignment) was due to the invocation of a particular
previously-documented p-prim. That p-prim (contact conveys motion) "explained" a
situation (a paper moving under a pushed book) and thus aborted the use of an
articulate principle (for this subject), that motion requires the existence ofa force.

P-prims explain many wrong expectations-and many correct "ones-that
students have about how the world works. They also explain phenomena like data
fluidity and the general richness and detail found in intl;litive thought. P-prims
explain the emergence of particular macro-constructions (e.g., 'McCloskey's
"impetus theory") as a confluence of a number-of p-prims ina,relatively stable
configuration for a particular class of contexts.

How do p-prims and coordination classes relate to "theories" or "mental
models," and so on? In general this is not a particularly good game to play precisely
because of the clements of our earlier critique; most advocates of these terms say
precious little about what they actually entail. Nonetheless, I can make some
comments that may be at least heuristically useful. P-prims are obviously sub
conceptual, sub-theoretical, or sub-model-like. They are too small to constitute any
of. these macro-conceptual structures, and the most plausible developmental path
between nai've p-prims and any of these structures is "incorporation as a limited
part" of an emergent complex knowl~dge system.

Coordination classes, we have argued, are an appropriate refinement of the idea
of "concept." Theories are likely to be even larger conceptual structures,
encompassing several related concepts (coordination classes). For example, force.
mass, and acceleration may each constitute coordination classes, and "Newton's
theory" might be abbreviated in a particular relation among these coordination
classes, "F = rna." Such a relation provides opportunities for coordination across
coordination classes-for example, if you 'can "see" mass and acceleration, you'can
~Iso "see" force. Developmentally, therefore, there are likely to be important mutual
mfluences in coordination classes that participate in the same theory. For my own
part, I w~uld require "theories" to entail an explicit, articulable component (like F =
~a), whIch requirement I did not introduce into the definition of coordination
c asses,. (although I did not rule it out). I believe language introduces important
propertIes that may not hold in dominantly inarticulate knowledge systems. , •

d
l expect even less consensus ·on what a mental model is. To my mind, mental

mo I h -e s s ould (1) involve a strong, welt-developed "substrate" knowledge system,



5. COHERENCE AND CONSISTENCY

. .
/I The issue oJcoherence. systematicity. or lack thereof. is an important. unsettled issue in
studies oJcognition. See. Jor example. discussion and empirical studies in Rogers. Rutherford.
and Bibby (1992).

Issues of coherence and consistency in reasoning ("systematicity," speaking
inclusively) become salient as one approaches a complex systems view of
conceptual change. I I For example, if a concept is, in fact, a complex system, there is
likely no point in the learning trajectory where we can unequivocally decide a

• person "has" the concept. It may always be a matter of degree and context. With
large numbers ofelements and a heightened accountability concerning contextuality,
it is easy to parody a complex systems view as assuming total fragmentation and
inconsistency in the conceptual behavior of naive or novice students. This is far
from a sensible view. Rather, conventional assumptions about conceptual change,
which I am critiquing in this chapter, are as vague and presumptuous about
consistency as they are concerning the mental entities involved in conceptual
change. A complex systems view may look necessarily fragmented, but that is only
true because it recognizes existing complexity and takes on more accountability for
details.
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such as spatial reasoning, (2) allow explicit hypothetical reasoning, and (3) involve
only a small, well-defined class of causal inferences (diSessa, 1996). It is possible,
for example, that a limited set of p-prims (e.g., perhaps "contact conveys motion")
together with reasoning about spatial configurations (of, for example, gears) could
constitute a mental model. However, other principles might define the causality in a
mental model, aside from p-prims. Furthermore, the involvement of p-prims
wouldn't necessarily entail the ability to support explicit hypothetical reasoning. In
fact, the involvement of p-prims might even make this less likely. I see no obvious
generalities about the involvement of mental models in coordination classes, or the
reverse, although I also see no principle that would rule those relations out.

I know of no even remotely specific process definition of ontology in the
literature. However, I believe the idea of coordination class is, in fact, a technically
sufficient refinement of the general idea of ontology. This may be a contentious
claim. I don't propose to defend it here, aside from noting that a coordination class
may define the ability to know about a particular class of entity in the world-for
example, the ability to "see" forces. If it turns out to be sensible to consider
coordination classes ontological, most invocations of ontology to explain difficulties
in conceptual change pale. The reason is that invocations of ontology merely assume
that ontologies are difficult to learn, and also never explain exactly how it is possible
to learn one. In contrast, the articulated definition of coordination class shows what
is entailed in developing one and provides a list of focal difficulties. In certain cases
we can name both the general class and the precise circumstances of conceptual
difficulty, such as such when a context-specific p-prim "short-circuits" alignment.



5.2. Allowed Elements ofSystematicity

Beyond necessary systematicity, the view of conceptual change presented in this
chapter allows other sorts of systematicity. In particular, although space here did not
allow it, I have charted in other places several kinds of systematicity in intuitive
~hysics (see diSessa, 1993, for details). First, although elements are not tightly
Integrated, there are a number of loose relations. I described 1's description of a toss
as a (relatively stable) composition of a number of p-prims. In addition, p-prim
compositions may generate new p-prims as "phenomenological syllogisms." If one
~ows that heavier things move slower and that bigger things tend to be heavier, it is
hkely. one will also expect bigger things to move slower. Along similar lines, I have
~escnbed a kind of systematicity that appears because of common attributes
mvol~ed. in many p-prims. For example, agency is important in many situations, and
C~nf1lct.IS another fundamental attribute involved in many p-prims. Finally, a family
o p-pnms may engender a common abstraction-a kind of meta-p-prim-which
means that a substantial range of situation may be covered, in some degree, by the
same (meta) p-prhn.

5.1. Entailed Elements ofSystematicity

Let me begin by sketching elements of consistency that are necessarily entailed by
the view of conceptual change described in this chapter. First, although I presume
there are a large number of p-prims, the existence of a p-prim actually constitutes, in
itself, an important consistency in thinking. A p-prim is precisely a regularity in
responding to situations in the world. Without a degree of consistency, identifying
particular mental entities, particular Jrprims, would make no sense. Indeed, this
consistency is an explicit methodological commitment in my own work to identify
p-prims. It is embodied in a fundamental idea I call "the principle of invariance."
Roughly, if one has gotten the description of a p-prim correct, the p-prim should be
invoked in every situation in which the description applies. Failure in invocation is a
failure to describe the p-prim or its contextual specifics adequately. See the
methodology section ofdiSessa (1993).

The mere fact that some p-prims are much more important and generally applied
than others lends another kind of systematicity to intuitive thought. Sketching an
important, widely applicable p-prim catches an important tendency in intuitive
thought.

Another necessary element of consistency involves coordination classes. If
coordination class adequately describes any scientific concept, then, to the extent
that anyone learns that concept, they have achieved (a remarkable) consistency and
coherence in their knowledge state-surpassing difficulties of span, integration and
alignment. Obviously, I can't sensibly take the position that no one ever learns any
scientific concepts. The fact that I list and demonstrate failures to achieve this
consistency in several modes (e.g., failures in alignment) merely shows steps along
the way to consistency and also the degree of consistency actually achieved when
one learns a scientific concept.
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5.3. An Issue ofEpistemology

.0

11 There are difficult analytical issues I ~m suppressing here. How does one develop a metric
to be able to measure objectively the "range of~ircumstances" in which an idea applies? I
believe it is likely that a metric can be established only relatively. that is. noting whether a
concept crosses boundaries established with respect to another way of thinking. Once again.
we may wind up being able to say only that one way ofthinking distinguishes contexts that
are treated uniformly in another way ofthinking, and viceversa.

A. DISESSA
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An illusion of fragmentation occurs because we tend to view intuitive ideas
normatively (as I have, mainly, here). That is, we meaSU1:e intuitive ideas against a
particular standard, say, the Newtonian concept of force. This essentially guarantees
a fragmented view, as we must identify all the pieces and the ways they must be
coordinated in order to achieve the Newtonian concept. Scientific concepts,
however, differentiate as well as integrate contexts. Galileo made a huge advance in
science by concerning himself only with spatial change (motion), in contrast with
Aristotle's physics, which attempted a uniform treatment of all change, including,
for example, biological growth and decay.

Naive p-prims of wide scope clearly exist. I've argued, for example, that many
p-prims apply to both physical and psychological/sociological situations (diSessa,
2000). As such, they clearly extend beyond the boundaries of Newtonian concepts,
which are, thus, comparatively fragmented. Making an absolute comparison between
the scope of intuitive ideas and scientific ones is very difficult, even disregarding the
fact that there are many kinds of ideas on both sides of the transition to scientific
expertise: Naive thinking and expert thinking draw contextual boundaries
differently. Hence, we are guaranteed to find, in some instances, naive ideas are
fragmented compared to scientific ones, and, in other instances, scientific ideas are
fragmented compared to intuitive ones.12

I mentioned previously in this chapter that coordinati9n classes mayor may not
exist in naive, intuitive thought. My guess is that some do. Piagetian object
permanence may be part of a coordination class involving reading out information
about physical location from the world. This conjecture is elaborated in diSessa &
Sherin (1998). If naive coordination classes exist, then all of the systematicity
implied in my description of coordination classes has been achieved in physics
naive individuals, with respect to certain ideas. The principal reason to keep the
existence of naiVe coordination classes hypothetical is that, given the degree of
specificity in the concept of coordination class, detailed empirical support would be
necessary to establish their existence. I find this far preferable to assuming
characteristics of naive thought in describing its contents as naive concepts (or
theories, etc.), to the extent that one is making any claim at all in making such
statements.

......
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ThiS precise lask is taken on. in a rough and ready form. in diSessa. Elby. and Hammer (in
pr~.f$). We show that the subject whose thinking is displayed here. J. has a very interesting
;ela;,onceptua' profile that influences how much fragmental ion or consistency she feels ;s
oS oss;, e. In broad strokes. she/eels that the scope 0/SCientific ideas. like F = rna. ;s generally
t~~ ~,. than is true. She a/so simply does not judge thai she is being inconsistent ifshe says

e IS both one and twoforces acting in a situation.

5.4. Intention in Systematicity

Other issues concerning consistency and coherence are simply not touched, one way
or another. in the account ofnarve and expen thinking given here. For example. how
much do students strive for coherence? These are meta-conceptual issues-issues of
students' ways of conceiving of their own knowledge, issues of strategies for
dealing with it, and so on. I accept the common sense that students (sometimes)
strive for consistency. However, I note that this is a highly knowledge intensive
activity. Clearly the world is diverse enough that insisting one must think in the
same way about an situations is a foolhardy and doomed-to-failure approach. So,
one has to make judgments about when it is necessary or plausible to think in the
same way. More generally, it is fooHsh to seek more consistency than the world
allows. The physical world, clearly, is quite diverse. If one takes a scientific
standard, one needs to learn linear Newtonian mechanics, rotational dynamics, fluid
mechanics, electricity and magnetism, optics, possibly quantum mechanics, and so
on, in order to understand even everyday phenomena (bouncing balls, wobble in a
spinning football, static electricity, a magnifying glass, the strength of different
materials). It won't do to attempt consistency by thinking about all the implied
situations in the same way.

Deciding when one can and should think in the same way involves subtle
judgments. For example, even within Newtonian mechanics, one can describe a toss
from the viewpoint of forces, or in terms of energy. The two viewpoints produce
different sketches of the same situation. Clearly, one shouldn't conclude that one is
being inconsistent in making these two different kinds of descriptions of the same
situation.

In some situations the very possibility of striving for consistency is problematic.
One may in principle want to be more consistent, but how can one actually make
progress? How could one, for example, consider the issue of consistency with
respect to p-prims? How could one consider whether dynamic balance should be
applied in some circumstances where a different balancing p-prim seems to apply?
Without some way of describing the knowledge that is applying-for example, a
verbal expression-one can't even phrase the question ofa more integrated view.

.The correct way of resolving the issue of intentionality in consistency is, I
believe, another version of the program described here as applied here to content
level knOWledge, except applied to meta-conceptualization and epistemology. We
need. to describe the knowledge that people have about knowledge relevant to
cons~stency and their strategies for dealing with it Issues of "degree" of search for
conSIstency are very likely at least as complicated as those concerning the relative
fragmentation ofcontent-level knowledge. Il
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6. SUMMARY

Finally, there is one more open dimension of possible systematicity that I have
simply had no space to touch upon in this chapter. As I mentioned, p-prims and
coordination classes are only two exemplars of knowledge types that I feel are
necessary to distinguish in thinking about conceptual change. Were we to delve into
others, the issue of consistency and coherence becomes yet more complicated (and
my position less specified by what has been said in this chapter).

In this chapter, I have argued that the mainstream in the study of conceptual change
is flawed in several respects. Overall, I feel the theoretical accountability of the
research community is far from adequate. Instead, researchers use commonsense or
dictionary terms, or terms imported from other disciplines, that are much too vague
or implicitly defined to allow good progress. Adequate theoretical terms may be
developed and validated in many ways, but, first, must come a commitment to
clarity and cogency. "Concept," "belief," "theory," and "ontology" have all been
used to describe the elements of mind involved in conceptual change. Yet none are
elaborated to the point that we know exactly what we are talking about, and to the
point that we can even in principle empirically determine whether one or another of
these is more adequate than others (or whether they are all necessary) to describe
difficulties and accomplishments in conceptual change.

Theoretical vagueness and imprecision trickle down and reinforce a tendency to
use data impressionistically or merely statistically, without putting strong
hypotheses about what is involved in conceptual change to strong tests. I advocate
moving from before/after studies, and studies that use only constructs (like coding
categories) distanced from cogent theoretical terms, to the use of process data to test
and illustrate theoretical commitments about concepts, or other theoretical elements
of mind, in use and in change.

The greatest casualty of weak theoretical and empirical accountability is a wide
spread and dramatic over-simplification of the complexity, diversity and nuance in
conceptual change data. This complexity is less evident in conceptual change
research than in common sense about types of concepts and in expert teachers'
detailed reactions and judgments concerning students' partial states of development
in the process of conceptual change. Clinical data is rich in possibilities for more
detailed accountability, if it is used for that purpose.

I have argued that, in order to recognize and deal with the diversity and
complexity involved in conceptual change, we need to move simultaneously in
several directions: With respect to types of knowledge, we need to move toward
multiplicity. With respect to "size" and number of elements of mind, we need to
move toward smaller grain size and greater numbers. Concomitantly with this move
to smaller grain size, we need to deal much more effectively with evident contextual
dependence in the way students think. With respect to details in describing both
change, and even what constitutes a concept, we need to move toward a systems
view that describes scientific concepts as complex, finely contigured systems
involving named parts and relations.
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